
ABSTRACT
We propose DFS, a file system to standardize the
metadata representation of datasets, and DDU, a scalable
architecture based on DFS for semi-automated metadata
generation and data recommendation on the cloud, and
explores their implications on datasets stored in digital
libraries.
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HYPOTHESIS

FUTURE WORK

We hypothesize that a standardized metadata format
would compensate for the tedious preprocessing and
knowledge gathering steps required to understand and
interpret datasets with inadequate documentation, by
streamlining information management in datasets,
introducing dataset versioning, and laying the groundwork
for rule-based and machine learning algorithms to
generate metadata.

BACKGROUND
With the advancements in digital technology, researchers
have access to a vast amount of data collected during past
research. They are utilized by many research communities
to fuel entirely new research or to expand on the original
study. This practice, termed secondary data analysis,
enables conducting non-experimental research with
minimal cost.

However, selecting a dataset for secondary data analysis is
a complex process that involves searching for datasets,
analyzing candidate datasets for applicability, and data
wrangling. The required pre-processing varies across
different file types and data, and cannot be pre-determined
without understanding the nature of data. Under such
constraints, secondary data analysis could become overly
complex, which is detrimental to the quality and efficiency
of research.
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DFS and DDU provide a fresh outlook to how data is
discovered, wrangled, and used for data analytics and
machine learning. With DFS bringing new techniques for
dataset aggregation and DDU enabling semi-automated
metadata management and user interest profiling,
research communities could collaborate efficiently on
research and accelerate workflows. In the future, we plan
to evaluate the compatibility of DFS across multiple
domains and file types to evaluate the cross-domain
coverage of DFS.

The main component of DFS is the metadata file (or
metafile), which serves as the entry point to a dataset.
Each metafile stores information about the dataset, data
files, and data fields. This enables multiple data files to
behave as one coherent set of data.

The objective of the metafile is to capture as much
information as possible about the underlying dataset,
effectively eliminating the need for external documentation
to understand the dataset semantics. In addition, the "id"
and "version" fields provide version control capability and
reference immutability, making it an ideal candidate for
citation.


